Uv + U%%W) + (U +W\.)X + (u+ V)Z+XZ(l V+W+X+Z
Both circuitsin Figures I a 2 re resistively terminated and owing to their duality, it will suf.-ice to restrict our discussion to the circuit in Evidently F is a normalized bi-order-n function; it is pr and the order n of its numerator and denominator polynomials is n=2m+2 (10)
The functicn can be written in the form MAL a n + 1r.ls'l The numerical values of the coefficients 1 and (3W05 3) are such that P~(s) can be decomposed in the attempted way; we shall use this example to show the decomposition in a more concise way than the algebraic formulation. Our particular Although more cumbersome, a bisextic function resulting from m =2 and so forth can be decomposed by way of a similar procedure.
The circuit in Figure 1 has two extraordinary driving conditions. Whenever the shunt impedance V + X is zero, we measure at the input the driving impedance P(s) -utp(s) -. This is also true whenever the impedance W + Z is zero. LetsI 
and by One of these choices is the correct one. By some algebraic manipulations we are able to derive from Eqs. (21) and (22) (P 2 -Pr) "'i1 
c 2 =-(q 2 +q,) (38b)
0 Prl + c2 Instead of a negative impedance of the rank 2.-n + 1 the circuit in Figure 4 contains &negative resistance as the only negative element. This resistance can be realized -by a tunnel diode for instance. Since the elements in the circuit can be rearranged, it is possible to put the tunnel diode in the base branch where it can be grounded as shown in Figure 5 . ;iquadratic, biquartic, bisextico in general terms bi -order-n positive real immittance functions can be realized as dri-ing-point immittances of a Tee or a Pi section that is terminated with a resistance, provided that the function belongs to a certain subclass of positive real and bi-order-n functions. This general principle is discussed particularly for biquadratic and biquartic functions. It is shown that the Tee and the Pi circuits implying a negative isr-"ittanc-e of the rank 2m+l can be transformed into another circuit that instead o. ! negative immittance implies a resistance as the only negative branch elementUnclassified Sec ity. ( ,ssfi¢.; os .: .
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